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Left to right: A JASPER Single-Rail 4-Speed Transmission, a JASPER Differential and a JASPER
Three-Rail 4-Speed Transmission. Eight of the Top 10 drivers in the 2015 NASCAR Sprint Cup
Series final points standings drove cars equipped with JASPER products.
Kyle Busch had a remarkable season to
become the 2015 NASCAR Sprint Cup Series
Champion. Quietly transferring the power
from the engine to the rear-end differential
of the Joe Gibbs Racing #18 was a 4-Speed
Transmission built by the Driveline Division
of Jasper Engines & Transmissions.
Sidelined the first 11 races due to an injury,
Kyle produced 5 wins, 12 top five and 16 top
ten finishes in 25 starts.
Meanwhile, Kevin Harvick, of StewartHaas Racing, dealt with transmission issues
during his Chase for the NASCAR Sprint
Cup. Harvick’s team solved their problems
by switching to a JASPER 4-Speed Transmission for the year’s final two races at Phoenix
and Homestead. Two of Harvick’s teammates,
Kurt Busch and Tony Stewart, also made the
switch to the JASPER brand to end the season.
These were just two of the stories that
made 2015 a highly successful season for the
JASPER Driveline Division. All told, eight
of the top 10 drivers in the 2015 final points
standings drove cars equipped with JASPER
products: Kevin Harvick was second, Martin
Truex fourth, Carl Edwards fifth, Joey Logano

sixth, Brad Keselowski seventh, Kurt Busch
eighth and Denny Hamlin ninth.
Sprint Cup Series cars equipped with
JASPER products accounted for 23 wins in
2015, 95 top-five finishes, 161 top-ten finishes,
and earned 20 pole position starts. “It’s truly
a testament to the strength and durability of
our driveline products,” says Terry DeKemper,
JASPER Driveline Division Manager. “We’re
definitely looking forward to what’s in store for
2016.”
Joe Gibbs Racing drivers Denny Hamlin,
Kyle Busch, Carl Edwards and Matt Kenseth
each had their cars equipped with a JASPER
traditional three-rail 4-Speed Transmission.
Michael Waltrip Racing drivers Clint Boyer
and Brian Vickers, along with Furniture Row
Racing driver, Martin Truex, used JASPER’s
single-rail version of the 4-Speed which allows
a single external rail to rotate and move two
internal forks to engage the four forward gears.
Penske Racing teammates Brad Keselowski,
Joey Logano and Ryan Blaney, had their Sprint
Cup Series cars equipped with a JASPER
Differential.
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CP Diesel & Automotive
Our Customer Profile for this issue is
CP Diesel & Automotive in St. Cloud,
Florida. Primarily a medium-duty repair
facility specializing in Ford, Chevy and
Dodge (RAM) diesel pickup trucks,
CP Diesel & Automotive is also a fullservice location for passenger car and
truck repair.
Owner Christopher Ofeldt worked as
a crane operator for 10 years and learned
diesel repair and maintenance through
that job. After being laid off in the
economic downturn of February 2008,
Christopher enrolled at a Universal
Technical Institute campus in central
Florida. After graduating, Christopher
found a job at a nearby Ford dealership
and worked in the diesel department
for a brief time until he and his fiance
cashed in their life savings to open CP
Diesel & Automotive in 2011.
Located at 2013 Jaffa Drive in St.
Cloud since its opening, CP Diesel &
Automotive originally started in a 25 x
80 foot warehouse with one lift. Later,
the business expanded into a second
warehouse measuring 50 x 80 feet and
three service bays. A new location is
currently under construction that will
accommodate five service bays and
4000 square feet of space. “We pride
ourselves as being a one-stop shop,” said
Christopher, “Where our community and

CP Diesel & Automotive in St. Cloud,
Florida, prides itself as being a one-stop
shop, and a JASPER installer.

CP Diesel & Automotive’s new location with
five service bays and 4,000 square feet of
space. A second location is planned in five
to seven years.

travelers can have their vehicles serviced
from bumper to bumper.” A service provided by CP Diesel & Automotive is customer pick up when leaving their vehicle
for repairs, or they and can pick up a
vehicle and return it to the customer when
service is complete.
Of the three employees at CP Diesel
& Automotive, two are ASE Master
Certified Technicians. The company
reimburses its employees for their ASE
testing. The company also purchases
online training programs and live seminars. Employee pay is based on education
and certifications obtained.
For the past three years, CP Diesel
& Automotive has been an installer of
JASPER remanufactured engines, transmissions, diesel fuel components and
turbochargers. “We use JASPER products
because of their nationwide warranty,
quick availability and knowledgeable
staff,” said Christopher.
CP Diesel & Automotive has experienced steady growth in the past 4 1/2
years. With their new facility nearing
completion, and plans to open a second
location in the next five to seven years,
CP Diesel & Automotive will provide
quality workmanship at a reasonable price
with the best components available.

JASPER offers Remanufactured Ford 6R140 RWD
and 4WD Transmission
Jasper Engines & Transmissions is pleased to offer
the remanufactured Ford 6R140 RWD/4WD automatic transmission. This transmission is available for the
following 2011 gas and diesel applications:
Ford F250 – F550
“Great care is taken to ensure each JASPER
transmission can stand up to the rigors of everyday
life, which is why each remanufactured Ford 6R140 is
100% dynamometer tested through a state-of-the-art
software package,” said Brad Boeglin, JASPER New
Product Development Group Leader. “This elimiFord 6R140
nates the chance of shifting concerns and ensures a
quality product for the customer.”
“Valve bodies are 100% remanufactured to ensure all hydraulic integrity is restored,” Boeglin added. “Vacuum testing
of the valve body reduces the chance of low fluid pressures, causing slipped clutches and erratic shifts.”
“The speed sensors of this transmission, along with the Internal Mode Switch (IMS), are tested to verify there are no issues with the component prior to installation,” said Boeglin.
Each 6R140 has the latest style wiring harness installed. “Earlier versions of the wiring harness were prone to breakage, leading to the loss of an electrical connection,” he added.
In addition, JASPER offers FREE rental of a J2534 Pass-Thru device to assist in programming valve body strategy
and ID, to ensure the proper calibration is installed in the vehicle. “This reduces the programming hassle for shops that
currently do not have a J2534 device, and eliminates the chance of shifting, electrical issues or transmission failure,” said
Boeglin.
The JASPER remanufactured Ford 6R140 is covered by a three-year, 100,000 mile, nationwide parts and labor warranty. Full warranty disclosure is available at jasperengines.com, or upon request.

JASPER Unveils New Corporate Website

The new JASPER website automatically formats to the device
on which it is viewed - whether a PC, tablet or mobile phone. It
also provides informative segments not only for customers, but
for Installers and Fleet Operations, as well.

The new and improved jasperengines.com corporate website officially went online November 4th. It’s the first update
to our website since 2009.

As a result of meticulous and creative collaboration, our new
site features a fresh, cleaner look with cutting-edge technology.
The most notable improvement to the website is that it’s based
on what is termed a “responsive design”, meaning the site automatically formats to the device on which it is viewed - whether
a PC, tablet, or mobile phone. This alone makes our site vastly
more functional for a variety of users.
For our Customers, the website includes virtual tours of
our remanufacturing processes, along with access to technical update videos, informative literature downloads, our Green
Initiative program, our Premium Service plan and Warranty
information, and our online store.
Our jasperengines.com website also includes a resource section for Installers and Fleet Operations. This includes one-click
access to your myjasperaccount.com site, along with Fleet Information, a space to schedule a Core Pickup, complete Co-op
Advertising information, and a section regarding Core Policy.
We think your experience on our website will be exciting
and memorable, so check it out and spread the word today.
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JASPER Endowment Group Extends Grants During
November 2015 Fundraiser

Over 125 people were on hand for the Jasper Endows Today &
Tomorrow “Will Read & Sing for Food” fundraising event. The
event raised over $1,300.00 for JETT grants in 2016.

Members of Crisis Connection accepts the $10,661.00 check from
Jasper Endows Today and Tomorrow November 21st.

Jasper Endows Today & Tomorrow (JETT) hosted a “Will
Read & Sing for Food” fundraising event November 21st at the
company’s new Power Drive facility. This was the second time
Will Read & Sing for Food performed in this location this year.
Over 125 people were on hand and were witness to JETT’s
presentation of four grants to local and national non-profit organizations. These included: Crisis Connection, Freedom Reigns,
Crawford County Child Abuse Prevention Council and Metal
Missions/Difference Makers. These grants combined for over
$19,000. As a bonus to the wonderful entertainment provided
that evening, JETT raised over $1,300 to go towards the organization’s 2016 grants.
JETT is a giving circle for Jasper Engine & Transmissions
Associates and families that focuses on pooling resources to
have a greater combined impact on our communities. Our goal The area chapter of Freedom Reigns was presented a $7,107.00
is to learn more about philanthropic opportunities and to sup- grant from JETT representatives November 21st.
port those organizations that promote smart giving.
Over 500 volunteer hours were also donated by JETT
members this year. Also each year, a portion of the member
donations goes to the building of the JETT endowment which
currently totals over $20,000.
JASPER Endows Today and Tomorrow was established in
2013 by a group of Jasper Engines and Transmissions Associates. Their mission is to create a unique giving experience for
the company’s Associates and their families in order to help
them gain a deeper understanding of the concept of philanthropy and how it can fit into the lives of practically everyone.
Their membership has steadily increased from 29 members in
2013 to 80 in 2015.

The Crawford County Child Abuse Prevention Council received a
JETT grant in the amount of $1,000.00
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autotext.me Solves the Problems of Workflow and
Communication Delays

This is a typical workflow of autotext.me - A tool that functions as a visual workflow management system, keeping customers
engaged and informed by providing status updates throughout the vehicle repair process.

The Desire for Continuous Improvement
Earlier this year, Chris Cloutier,
owner of Golden Rule Auto Care, a
family-owned auto repair shop located in
Rowlett, Texas, visited a few of the Jasper Engine and Transmission facilities,
and was inspired by the continuous improvement and processes implemented
at JASPER, such as quality control and
our fine-tuned workflow, along with the
employee culture we’ve built. As Chris
expressed in his blog, “It was nice to see
a very successful company doing the
right things to make it successful. Now,
my mind is in overdrive trying to figure
out how to apply this to my companies.”
Fast forward to the October issue
of Ratchet + Wrench Magazine, where
Golden Rule Auto Care’s success story
featured in the article “Following the
Golden Rule,” stated how the implementation of autotext.me, a communication
and visual workflow solution created by
Chris for the auto repair industry, played
a pivotal role in the shop’s process improvement.

communication gaps created bottleneck
situations and wasted valuable rack time.
“I thought for sure that a tool would
exist to address these problems in the
industry, but it didn’t,” Chris explains.
Using his 20+ years of software engineering experience, Chris set out and
designed a tool that dually functions as
a visual workflow management system
and as a means for keeping customers
engaged and informed by providing
status updates throughout the stages of
the vehicle repair process.

Business After autotext.me
“Before implementing autotext.me
and using a tool to monitor our workflow, it was easy for a car to get lost in
the process and not get discovered until
closing time; whereas, now, we are more
in control, organized, and efficient with
our process,” Chris states.
Golden Rule Auto Care’s Service
Manager, Colin Watson, sums up the
primary benefit he receives from using
autotext.me, which is simply time saved.
autotext.me greatly reduces unnecessary
Business Before autotext.me
phone calls, enabling service writers to
As a busy repair shop owner, Chris
be utilized more effectively.
got tired of losing vehicles in the repair
Just as Mark M., owner of Tires First
process and candidly explains, “Losin Columbus, Georgia, states, “At our
ing a car on a busy day becomes easy.
store, this system has almost replaced
There are many things going on with
an employee. We can get more work
technicians running in one direction and done and operate in a more professional
service writers running in the other.”
manner. It is much faster for our team
Chris additionally felt a pressing need members to use autotext.me versus
for a better way to communicate with his texting from a cell phone or calling from
customers as he observed how
the shop’s land line.”

Communication Made Simple
When asked how autotext.me has
been a game changer for his shop, Chris
states, “Business is a game that’s won in
inches, and autotext.me has given us just
that…a few game-winning inches. It
gives us a competitive advantage, and we
communicate better.”
Chris has received continual feedback
from shops using autotext.me that the
tool is particularly helpful in the arena of
connecting with the millennial customer
base. As Angela C., customer of Golden
Rule Auto Care, shares, “I love autotext.
me because it actually allows me to stay
informed and plan my day better when I
have my car in the shop.”
Tommy, owner of Christian Brothers
Automotive in South Tulsa, OK, likewise
explains, “autotext.me has greatly improved our ability to proactively communicate with our customers throughout the
entire repair process and has replaced
4 to 5 minute customer update phone
calls. Over 90% of our customers prefer
receiving text updates.”
autotext.me continues to gain ground
and recognition with customers nationwide, including participating Christian
Brothers Automotive locations, and has
been proven to be an easy-to-implement,
comprehensive, timesaving solution,
which can benefit all shop owners.
Please contact autotext.me at (469)
546-5725 or email chris@autotextme.
com. Visit us at www.autotext.me.
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Placing Value in Your Recommendations
by Mike Smith, JASPER Regional Manager

ads, offer special promotions, and we still
must compete with other shops that attract
Mike Smith
customers with unrealistic pricing and
promises that are too good to be true. In
Mike Smith has
many of those situations, the customer
been a Jasper
may not get the work done that was promEngines and
ised and they may regret their decision.
Transmissions
We could respond to this scenario with an
Associate for 21
“I told you so” but instead, my challenge
years, the last
is to ask yourself “Did I do everything
14 years as a
possible to close that sale, or did I simply
Regional Vice
quote the job, cross my fingers and hope
President, primarily working with
for the best?” The truth is, we often don’t
do everything we could do, or use the tools
midwest and western branches.
available, to educate these customers
Mike spent 12 years prior to
properly.
JASPER working in retail sales
In today’s market, customers buy for a
management dealing with sales,
multiple
of reasons, and the shops that are
customer service and scheduling.
most attentive to a customer’s wants and
needs are the ones who dominate. The
In the sales field, we measure our suc- only way you can truly discover those
cess by counting the sales we close every wants and needs is by asking questions.
day. When talking to Shop Owners and
It is agreed by many that to maximize
Service Managers around the country, I
the chance of closing the sale, we have to
have learned that many shops are uncomplete four objectives:
aware of their closing percentages. In
simple terms, how many jobs you quote
• Discover the Wants and Needs of the
everyday versus how many of these jobs
customer.
you actually sell in your shops. Closing
• Discover the Purpose of the vehicle
every job, or having a 100% closing
(how it’s used).
percentage, is considered a “Pie in the
• Offer Our Recommendation.
Sky” goal – virtually unattainable. Most • Use Tools to help educate your customer
sales trainers will tell you if you are
and make available to take home and
able to close more than one in four jobs
share with their spouse.
(or 25%) you are doing well. A higher
percentage than that is terrific, but we
It’s easy to see how the chance of closcan’t expect to close them all. In sales,
ing the sale would decrease if any one of
we expect to hear “NO” a lot more than
these items were skipped.
we hear “YES”. So in this article, I want
In discovering Want and Needs, we
to discuss the importance of attracting
need to discover the following:
good customers (emphasis on “good”),
truly discovering their wants and needs,
• Does the customer like their vehicle and
and educating them so they’ll have the
want to keep it?
knowledge to challenge those other “too
• Does the vehicle meet its current
good to be true” deals. They’ll do this
purpose?
using available sales tools and by realiz• Was this vehicle in the process of being
ing the value of the shop’s recommendatraded?
tion regarding the value of the repair.
• Is the vehicle paid for?
Many business owners today talk
• Is this the main source of transportation?
about how difficult it is to get quality
• How does the customer feel about a new
customers through their doors. The comcar payment?
plaint is that there is just no sure way to
attract such customers. Today, we spend
When these questions aren’t asked, the
thousands of dollars to build or remodel a shop owner should expect their closing
beautiful shop, hang a sign, run specialty percentage to drop.
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In discovering the Purpose of the
vehicle, we have to discover the
following:
• What is the vehicle used for?
• Who is the primary driver of this
vehicle? (wife, child, co-worker)
• Will this vehicle be driven out of state?
(service and or warranty possibilities)
• What’s most important in a warranty?
Once again, not asking these questions can affect closing percentages!
Possible questions that will help you
make proper Recommendations to your
customers:
• Is this vehicle capable of another
150,000 miles?
• Is the rest of the vehicle in decent
shape?
• Is there a record of vehicle maintenance
history?
In past surveys done by JASPER,
retail customers said that shop recommendations were the main reason they
purchased Jasper products.
Finally, regarding the use of Tools:
Many customers are taking the valuable information you offer and sharing
it with their significant other. Without
the use of tools, your professional sales
advice is only as good as your customers’
memory. Using sales aids are important
in closing sales.
Here’s a short list of JASPER sales
tools:
• Product brochures and pamphlets.
• Customer and Corporate videos
available online.
• Repower Calculator (on website compares repairing vs. replacing)
• Customer Quote Sheets
Regardless of how you weigh the
value you put on each of these sales
steps, the main goal is to ask questions
and provide your customers with the best
information and tools they need to solve
their problem. It is imperative if we are
aiming for that “pie in the sky” goal of
100% closing!

Transparency in Pricing - It’s A Mandate... Not An
Option

by Bob Cooper, President & Founder/EliteWorldwide
tomers, how you order parts, and how
you diagnose and fix automobiles. Yet
Bob Cooper
the one thing most repair shop owners
has functioned
are reluctant to accept is that unlike
as the developer,
in the past, pricing on every conceivowner and an
able repair and service is now available
operator of some
within moments online. Now we all
of the most sucknow that those prices found online can
be as incorrect as often as they are corcessful auto
rect, but the reality is this: as we move
repair shops in
forward, more people are going to be
North America.
turning to the web, not just for finding
Bob is a member of the prestigious
the right repair facility, but for a range
National Speakers Association
in pricing as well. It’s currently hapand is one of the nation’s leading
pening in every other industry, so there
authorities on both personal
is no reason to believe that it won’t
and career success. Today Bob
become even more commonplace in our
speaks nationally, as well as
industry, as well. Here are the things I
internationally, to many trade
am going to encourage you to
associations, universities, private
consider…
banking groups and Fortune 500
First of all, you should accept the
companies.
fact that an increasing number of your
first-time visitors will have either
already searched the web for a range
There was a time in our indusin pricing, or they will do so within
try when shop owners were the only
minutes after you provide them with an
ones who knew the cost of their parts.
estimate. In many cases, they will do
Additionally, the amount they charged
their price comparisons with their Smart
for their repairs and services was typiphones, and they’ll do it while they are
cally not public knowledge. If customstill at your facility.
ers wanted to know how much it would
This brings me to the second point
cost to perform a specific repair, they
that
I am going to hope you consider,
had limited options; they would have
which
I refer to as integrity in pricing.
to either call for an estimate, or visit
With
the
ease of access that consuma repair facility. The service advisor
ers
now
have
to pricing information, in
would then page through a catalog, find
the
coming
years
the top shops will be
the price, and then share that price with
competitive in pricing, and they will
the customer. As we all know, times
be proud of the value delivered. Now
have changed, and after decades of
before I go any further, I am not sugconfidentiality in pricing, technology
gesting that a shop can’t charge more
has now done more than just change
than its competitors do, but if the prices
how we diagnose and fix automobiles;
they charge are viewed as out of line
it’s actually made pricing transparent.
The days of holding your prices close to with other well-run facilities, there is
no question that they’ll lose their cusyour chest are not only gone, but if you
tomers, and their reputation, both at the
continue to follow that age-old policy,
same time. The proof is in every other
you’ll more than likely struggle in the
industry, because history has shown
coming years.
As we all know, the web has dramat- us that no matter how good the hotel,
airline or restaurant may be, if their
ically changed how you operate your
customers don’t feel that the pricing is
business. It’s changed how you market,
comparable to similar service providers,
how you communicate with your custhose companies never survive.

So here are my recommendations for
those of you who want to grow more
profitable, successful businesses in the
coming years. Start doing what your
potential customers are already doing,
and survey your legitimate competitors.
I’m referring to facilities that offer services and benefits that are comparable
to yours. Secondly, ensure you are competitive with your prices. This doesn’t
mean you can’t charge more, but you
have to be comparable, and you have to
believe in the value delivered.
Finally, I am not suggesting that you
should quickly provide a price to every
price shopper, or that you should provide a price before you have built value
in the service. What I am suggesting is
that you need to embrace the fact that
your customers are no different than
you and me. They have access to pricing info 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
and they not only expect transparency,
but they demand it. There is no question: transparency in pricing is now a
mandate, not an option, for every shop
owner, worldwide.
Editor’s Note: Elite has an all-new
website for shop owners.
One of the main features of this new
website is the Auto Shop Idea Center
– a library of complimentary tips and
ideas that will help you overcome challenging sales objections and increase
your shop’s sales, customer satisfaction
and customer retention.
The Idea Center also offers marketing and shop management tips designed
to help shop owners build more successful businesses. Elite will be adding new
content to the Auto Shop Idea Center
every week to provide shop owners with
a consistent flow of new business building information, so if you find these tips
helpful, you may want to check back
regularly for new complimentary ideas.
Check it out at: www.eliteworldwide.
com/auto-shop-ideas.
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New Gas Engine Work Area Builds 1st Engine
(Left) Work areas within
a Gas Engine POD were
pretty tight, with little
room to maneuver.

(Right) The new Gas Engine
PODs have wide aisleways,
improved product workflow
and allows for consistent
production layouts.
JASPER’s Gas Engine Division continues its major renovations at its Wernsing Road location.
Associates in the newly designated work area, known as POD 20, completed
their first unit November 2nd, a remanufactured Chevrolet 2.2L engine.
This particular POD produces a variety of GM engines. “Overall, the move
from front to back went great,” said Ricardo Bravo, Group Leader of POD 20.
These new work areas within the Gas Division incorporate LED overhead
lighting, expanded work areas and improved product flow for optimal production.
It allows for consistent production layouts throughout the division, with work
areas for disassembly, parts prep, block machining, head machining, inspection,
final assembly and live run testing.
The new layouts have an open aisleway between each set of PODs from which
materials can flow in and out and gives Associates much more room to operate
within their respective production areas.

Associates involved with the first gas engine
from POD 20 were (pictured left to right): Jason
Ondeck, Ricardo Bravo, Malena Epple, Jeremy
Beier, Johnny Jones, Ron Garrison and Robert
Cleland.

